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Meet Chris Close, MarkMonitor Lead Analyst 
 

“Legacy and the new MarkMonitor Brand Protection Platform allow me to set up scans for my clients with the help of my CSM, 

so that our harvester can find new infringements for me to review daily. Finding infringements and classifying them (tagging 

them) for my client, not only protects our clients’ customers from buying fraudulent products but allows us to enforce on these 

fraudulent listings across online marketplaces. As a lead analyst, it’s my job to think preemptively and recognize advanced 

seller behavioral patterns so we can prevent as much fraud as possible.” 

---MarkMonitor Analyst, 3.5 years tenure, Boise office 

 

 

 

Technical proficiency 

Beginner - Intermediate - Advanced 

 

● Capable of advanced pivot tables in excel 

● Web browser proficiency 

● Advanced search syntax use 

● Understanding of basic SEO syntax 

 

Customers 

● Adobe, Dupont, Facebook, Nintendo, LEGO and  

 

Note: Large customers like Apple may have as many 

as 5-7 analysts supporting the customer. , by 

example, has 5 analysts, 1 supervisor, 2 CSMs and 1 

SSM.  

 

Daily outlook  
Chris has been in the tech industry for five years and has a passion for leveraging technology in 

marketing and IT Security, allowing him to more accurately protect his customers goods online. His past 

background as a marketing manager at a startup, where he used Salesforce daily, has instilled in him the 

ability to comprehend sophisticated data.  

 

At his previous job, he was responsible for using the Marketing Cloud to build and schedule campaigns, 

which has aided him in his duties to create scans in the Brand Protection area of the Legacy platform 

and keep a careful eye on the details. Creative scan creation, along with an understanding of ongoing 

seller behaviors, has proven key in the ongoing prevention of infringements as well as adapting to 

future threats.  
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“Customized reporting, the numbers of goods sold in regions, and reporting that data to my clients is expected and 

sometimes daily. As a lead analyst, I may spend lots of time daily and weekly exporting listings to excel in order to 

make interpretations, present them to my clients, and modify scans based on what I discover.” 

 

Where my team works and where I sit. 
 

  

 
 

 

Key characteristics  
● Attending meetings both in person on WebEx for business. 

● Creating new scans and working with my CSM to generate new scans for better accuracy. 

● Reviewing and tagging listings generated by the harvester. 

● Analyzing customer feedback via my CSM and taking action. (enforcing or exporting finding in 

excel) 

● Understanding customers shifting expectations and making modification to the workflow as 

required. (CSM & Lead Analysts may negotiate what is and is not possible with clients). 
● I may engage with client one-on-one. My CSM may or may not be on all calls. Clear 

communication and data accuracy is important. 

● My CSM is generally the front-facing contact and funnels client requests. 

● Product focus - Understanding and learning, independently and with my group, product feature 

changes/enhancements as they evolve. 

● Customer focus - Team meetings with other analysts and CSMs to understand changing 

customer focuses and business needs. 

● Enforcements - Keeping track of enforcements and statuses for myself and my customer. 
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Applications and software used daily  
MarkMonitor Legacy, MarkMonitor Leapfrog, IMacros, copying and pasting URLs, AdBlock, Full Page 

Screen Capture software, IP Whois & Flags, Chrome, Website Rating, Unlimited Free VPN, 
Webex, Click&Clean, Multi-Highlight, Data Miner a Chrome Extension for Social Media 

 

Repetitive actions 
1. Multiple URLs for pasting and copying from Excel 

2. Taking screen captures 

3. IMacro Use 

4. Repetitive form-based enforcing in Amazon.com and other marketplaces 

5. Use of APIs to address URLs in websites 

6. Customer and enforcee (bad-actor) interactions via email, chat and mailbox 

7. Grid manipulation and view changing 

8. Right-click use 

9. Exporting listings 

10. Reviewing exported listings 

11. WhoIs LookUps - Websites due to GDRP Looking to owners  

12. Excel - Basic functions, removing duplicates, filling and sorting data 

13. Bulk Export from Leapfrog 

 

 

My Goals 
1. Reduce the most infringing listing in the most visible/trafficked marketplaces in alignment with 

our (MM) value proposition. 

2. Address my clients’ paid-for time to review ($FTE Model) and tag all new infringing listings and 

enforce on them (weekly, monthly, on demand). 

3. Division of my time between reviewing new listings and maintaining coverage on all the 

enforcements I have made and filing the enforcements for my clients to review as they 

prescribe.  

4. To deliver focused approach to how I review listings for my client, not just based on what my 

customers/manager expects, but also based on the experience of my peers that sit around me. 

(Self-guided sell behavior interpretations) 

5. General maintenance and cleanup of the account in a weekly occurrence including the mailbox 

in legacy as well as the non-actioned listings count. This is time consuming but important. 
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Questions I ask our customers - Ongoing 

● What are your business problems? We 

may find that they have a trademark 

Problem, not a product problem. 

(Educating clients) 

 

● What are your expectations? More to the 

MM V.P. expectations 

● Industry focused questions specific to my 

client 

● What future products do you want us to 

cover? Ongoing auditing and review of 

my clients’ product coverage (strategy) 

Questions I ask my CSM - Ongoing 

● What are client requests in the coming 

week on eBay? (daily)  

● Does the client have a whitelist? 

 

● What specific kinds of data points are my 

customers looking for as they change 

frequently. This impacts my scan creation 

and what I export and what I report on. 

 

 

 

Influencers - Effectiveness 
1. Measurable impact review via SERP comparison 

2. Recognition of strategy patterns in bad actors  

3. Becoming a brand expert in my clients’ product lines across all marketplaces 

4. Exposure to market movers and outside knowledge sources 

 

 

Frustrations and Pain Points  
1. Marketplace design flaws 

a. Intentional flaws built into the marketplace intended to reduce the pace of 

enforcement.  

b. Marketplace policy & policy violations. 

2. Harvester ineffectiveness - Duplicate listings & failure to produce results. 

a. Excel Export accuracy in expectations to reduce double review time. 

3. Dealing with clients lack of knowledge of the landscape MM value prop, frustration associated 

with this and day-to-day needs. 

4. Leapfrog client migration. (Dealing with multiple platforms) 

a. Forced client interactions via MM Mailbox tool in legacy when my client has been 

migrated to LF. 
5. MM Mailbox tool limitations and not meeting modern standards. 
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6. Marketplaces Enforcement – Ever changing landscape of marketplace process and requirements 

require diligence, patience, and regular modifications to my workflows. (This can impact how we 

scan) 
7. Distrust in the product team and their initiatives. 

8. Distrust in the accuracy of new technologies like HVT and Threat-level, Reporting, Columns data 

accuracy (fist and last detect population), seller tracking 5-10%, uploading data to seller tracking 

in Chinese characters. (Requires 3rd party app) 

9. Training based on analyst group knowledge. (Learn as you go) 

 

 

 


